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Dear Fellow Alumni,

Welcome to another varied selection of events  
devised by the Volunteer Prime Movers on the 
Organising Team.  Founder Member, Jenny Dunn,  
is stepping down after 22 years of service.   
Her tremendous contribution to the London Group 
will be acknowledged at October’s AGM.

 UCL based events include the Petrie Museum and 
Crick Institute as well as talks on UCL’s Architect, 
William Wilkins RA, new strategies in Immunology 
and a new Proton Beam Therapy Facility.  Further 
afield we shall tour Windsor Castle, explore West 
Lodge Arboretum and walk from Lambeth to 
Battersea, as well as visiting Croydon Airport, 
Heathrow’s BA Speedbird Centre and HMS Belfast.

 Evening entertainment will take us to Showstoppers 
at the Lyric Theatre, Britten’s Violin Concerto and 
Tchaikowsky’s Pathétique Symphony at the Royal 
Festival Hall and finally, our Annual Festive Dinner  
at the RAF Club.

 As you will have seen, we are continuing to tweak  
the design of our new-style programme with a view to 
making it easier to read on-screen, while creating  
a separate, more printer-friendly ticket application 
form. But it is still a work in progress, in which we are 
being given invaluable help by our colleagues in the 
Office of the Vice-Provost for Advancement (OVPA), 
so please keep giving us you feedback, so that we can 
improve it further.

 

With all good wishes,

Janet Kitchen
(French & German 1964)

Lyric Theatre: “Showstopper!”

Windsor Castle 

UCL Petrie Museum

Croydon Airport

Talk: “William Wilkins RA”

HMS Belfast tour

LPO concert at RFH

Walk: Lambeth to Battersea

AGM + talk: “Immunology  
& Ageing”

Beale Arboretum, Cockfosters

British Airways Speedbird Centre

Crick Institute

Spencer House

Annual Dinner at the RAF Club

Proton Beam Therapy: talk

Lyric Theatre:  
“Showstopper!”
Monday 15 July, at 7.30 pm

PRIME-MOVER

Ian Senior (Economics 1974)

UCL Alumni London  
Group Events,   
July – December 2019

Self-guided Tour  
of Windsor Castle 
Tuesday 16 July, at 1.45 pm

PRIME-MOVER

John Bonham

With eleven years as an Edinburgh Festival 
must-see show, a critically acclaimed West End 
run and an Olivier Award, Showstopper!  has 
blazed a trail in world class improvised comedy 
and delighted audiences across the globe.  The 
Showstoppers transform audience suggestions 
– for setting, musical styles, show title and more 
– into all-singing, all-dancing productions with 
hilarious results. There is effectively a different 
show every single night! Guaranteed to impress, 
the actors create shows packed with high drama, 

superb lyrics, dazzling dance routines and catchy 
melodies – and it’s all made up on the spot!  

The show got five star reviews from The Times 
and Time Out who described it as “achingly 
funny”. After the show we shall have a glass of 
wine in a private room and hope to meet some 
members of the cast. 

£30

Booking closes on 21 June  

Maximum number 30

Windsor Castle is one of the official residences 
of the Queen and has been home to the 
Sovereign for 900 years. The Castle is the largest 
inhabited Castle in the world and the oldest in 
continuous occupation. 

The imposing tower and battlements loom large 
from every approach to the town, creating one 
of the world’s most spectacular skylines. It is 
known that the Queen prefers Windsor to any 
of her other homes. 

In the precincts are the world famous Queen 
Mary’s Dolls House by Lutyens, and St George’s 
Chapel, which is the home of the Order of the 
Garter. You can visit the Chapel after the State 
Apartments but it closes at 4.15 pm (last entry 
4 pm).

Those who wish can meet at noon for lunch at 
Gilbey’s (not included) before the tour. 

£25

Maximum number 25

Contact 

John McKenzie (Administrator), 
51 Clifford Road, Barnet, Herts 
EN5 5PD (j.mckenzie@ucl.ac.uk)



UCL Petrie Museum
Tuesday 23 July at 11.00 am

PRIME-MOVER

Jim Parkin (Chemistry 1959)

Visit to Croydon Airport
Sunday 4 August at 11.00 am

PRIME-MOVER 
Michael O’Neill (Mathematics 1963)

The Petrie Museum is one of UCL’s “jewels in 
the crown”.  It is full of many of the artefacts 
collected by Sir Flinders Petrie both in Egypt 
and Palestine.  

We will have an introduction by the curator 
Dr Anna Garnett followed by a guided tour of 
some of the exhibits.  The visit will last about 
1½ hours and visitors can then browse at their 
leisure.

£9 

Maximum number 15

Although Croydon Airport is no longer in use 
as an airport, the original terminal and control 
tower buildings still remain. In Airport House, 
Purley Way. West Croydon, the Croydon 
Airport Visitor Centre provides three galleries 
in the airport’s old control tower, displaying 
memorabilia which tell the history of the 
world’s first purpose-built international airport 
and provides a nostalgic look back at its heyday 
in the 1920s and 1930s through to its closure in 
1959. The history of the airport is traced from 

its beginning as a World War I airfield to its 
becoming London’s first international airport 
and its role as a Battle of Britain airfield in 
World War II.

The price includes a guided tour of the exhibits. 
Refreshments can be obtained at an additional 
cost in the restaurant.

£12 

Maximum number 24

Talk: “William Wilkins RA 
and his Design for UCL”
Thursday 22 August at 6.30 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
John Gregory (Chemistry 1959)

Visit to HMS Belfast
Thursday 5 September at 12.00 noon

PRIME-MOVER 
Ian Senior (Economics 1974)

The Wilkins Building at UCL is named after 
the famous Regency architect William Wilkins; 
designer of the National Gallery, Downing 
College Cambridge and other noteworthy 
buildings, at a time when the “battle of the 
styles” was raging.

An illustrated talk about Wilkins and his work 
will be followed by a brief tour of the Wilkins 
Building, ending with refreshments. 

Now retired, Dr Philip Whitbourn studied 
architecture at UCL in the days when the 
classical Orders of Architecture loomed large 
at the Bartlett, and his career as a Conservation 
Architect included the role of Chief Architect 
at English Heritage.

£15

Maximum number 50

HMS Belfast is the most significant surviving 
Second World War Royal Navy warship. She 
has been wonderfully preserved on the Thames 
10 minutes walk from London Bridge stations.  
There are nine decks and seven of these can be 
reached only by steep steel ladders.  Sensible 
shoes and warm dress are recommended. The 
footway across water to the ship is open air as 
are the upper decks. 

Audio guides are provided within the ticket 
price and there are some DVD displays.  We 

shall start at the ticket office at noon.  This is in 
the same building as the Fearnley-Whittingstall 
Riverside Cottage cafe where we can have a light 
lunch (not included in the ticket price) at the 
end of the visit. 

We shall all go individually and at our own 
speed as there is so much to see.  Allow at least 
an hour and a half.

£21

Maximum number 20



LPO concert at the Royal 
Festival Hall
Friday 27 September, at 7.30 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
Janet Kitchen (French 1964)

Walk: Lambeth Palace to 
Battersea Power Station 
Tuesday 8 October at 11.00 am

PRIME-MOVER 
Dennis Wilmot (Psychology 1995)

The LPO’s Isle of Noises series highlights 
landmark classics inspired by the British Isles.  
This evening’s featured composition is one of 
British music’s most powerful 20th century 
masterpieces, Benjamin Britten’s Violin 
Concerto, with the outstanding young German 
violinist, Julia Fischer as soloist.  

Vladimir Jurowski opens the concert with 
Oliver Knussen’s Scriabin settings and closes 
it with Tchaikowsky’s 6th Symphony, the 
Pathétique, described as “one of the classical 
concert hall’s most uncompromising emotional 
experiences”.  Prepare for an evening of

 outstanding music-making with a free pre-
concert event from 6.15 - 6.45pm. 

As usual those wishing to meet with fellow 
concert-goers for a light, early evening meal 
can do so at Italian restaurant Azzurro, who 
continue to extend their lunch-time discount 
deal for our benefit.   

£35 

Maximum number 25

Our guide is Stephen Senior, the very popular 
leader of our walk from St Paul’s last year.  
He is an architectural historian and  
conservation advisor living and working in 
London, and a graduate of the Bartlett School 
of Architecture, UCL. 

Our tour will explore the area on the south  
bank of the Thames from Lambeth Bridge to 
Battersea Park. The tour will take in Caruso  
St John’s Newport Street Gallery, the new 
American Embassy, numerous new housing 
developments along the Thames embankments 
 

 
 
 by Roger’s Stirk Harbour and Partners amongst  
others and the iconic Grade II* listed Battersea 
Power Station. 

Positioned at the centre of one of Europe’s larg-
est regeneration projects, Battersea Power Sta-
tion is undergoing an ambitious transformation 
that will see it become one of the city’s primary 
cultural and commercial destinations. 

£22 

Maximum number 25

A brief AGM followed 
at 6.30 pm by a talk 
from Prof Arne Akbar:
“New Strategies to  
enhance immunity  
during ageing”

Wednesday 9 October at 6.00 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
John Gregory (Chemistry 1959)

Visit to the West Lodge 
Beale Arboretum
Tuesday 15 October, at 2.15 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
Michael O’Neill (Mathematics 1963)

 

Arne Akbar is Professor of Immunology in the 
Division of Immunity and Infection, UCL. He 
is the current President of the British Society for 
Immunology. 

Prof Akbar’s research group investigates 
mechanisms that control the differentiation and 
senescence/ageing of human T lymphocytes, 
which play an essential role in immunity. For 
the last 15 years his laboratory has focused on 
mechanisms of immune decline during ageing 
and has developed new technology for investi-
gating immunity in human skin in vivo that has 
been adopted by other research groups in both 
academia and the biotech industry. The inter-
action between clinicians and scientists in the 
group has facilitated the translational aspects 
of the work that has led to the recent award of 
a MRC Experimental Medicine Grant of £3.2 
million to investigate responses to recall antigen 
challenge in the skin of older humans.

£15 

Maximum number 50

The Beale Arboretum forms part of the grounds 
of West Lodge Park Hotel, Cockfosters, 
Middlesex.  It has over 4,500 trees within its 35 
acre estate, covering some 800 species including 
spectacular conifers, the national collections 
of hornbeams and taxodiums, the new catalpa 
collection and the glorious maple glade.

Our visit will take place at an ideal time to 
see the renowned brilliant autumn foliage; 
it commences with a conducted tour of the 
Arboretum and concludes with Afternoon Tea 
in the West Lodge Park Hotel (included in the 
ticket).

£20 

Maximum number 30



The Francis Crick Institute
Friday 8 November at 11.00 am

PRIME-MOVER 
Jim Parkin (Chemistry 1959)

British Airways  
Speedbird Centre
Wednesday 30 October at 11.00 am

PRIME-MOVER 
Belinda Tincknell (Psychology 1973)

The Institute, named after an illustrious 
alumnus of the Physics Department, is adjacent 
to St. Pancras Station and became fully 
operational from 2016.  It brings together 
1500 scientists and support staff working 
collaboratively across disciplines, making it the 
biggest biomedical research facility under a 
single roof in Europe. 

After coffee we will have a guided tour of the 
building and see the current exhibition on 
“Craft & Graft: Making Science Happen”. After 
the visit at midday there will be a short walk, 
guided by Lester Hillman, of the area around 
the Institute where there are a number of 
Science-based buildings of interest.

£7 

Maximum number 20

Take a trip down memory lane with the 
uniforms, posters, timetables, aircraft models, 
photographs, staff accounts, heritage video and 
other memorabilia that form the history of 
British Airways, created as Imperial Airways in 
1924.  Our visit will include a short presentation 
and there will be time to explore this small but 
fascinating museum located at Waterside, a 
modern business complex with water features 
and a cobbled main thoroughfare known as 
“The Street”.  Refreshments and/or meals are 
readily available at cafés and there is also a 
Waitrose supermarket.

It is recommended that visitors travel by public 
transport to Terminal 5 at Heathrow and join 
the BA staff shuttle buses to Waterside (written 
permits provided). There is some limited 
bookable car parking space.

£11 

Maximum number 25

The house was built between 1756 -1766 
for John, first Earl Spencer (an ancestor of 
Diana, Princess of Wales). It is London’s finest 
surviving eighteenth-century town house, and 
is recognised as one of the most sumptuous 
private residences ever built in London: a 
building of unique importance in the history 
of English architecture. The House has been 
restored recently to regain the full splendour of 

its late eighteenth century appearance.
The guided tour lasts about 1-1/2 hours and 
takes in eight State Rooms designed by John 
Vardy and James ‘Athenian’ Stuart.  The rooms 
display some of the finest neo-classical interiors 
in Europe.  The house is fully accessible.

£19 

Maximum number 25

2019 marks 100 years since the world’s 
first scheduled international service from 
Hounslow to Paris carrying one passenger, 
a consignment of leather, several brace of 
grouse and some jars of Devon Cream!

Spencer House
Monday 18 November at 12.30 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
Maggie Smith (Geography 1970)



Annual Dinner  
at the RAF Club
Wednesday 4 December at 7.00 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
John Bonham & Janet Kitchen  
(French 1964)

Talk: Proton Beam Therapy
Wednesday 11 December at 2.00 pm

PRIME-MOVER 
Janet Kitchen (French & German 1964)

This year’s Annual Dinner will be held in the 
magnificent Sovereign’s Room of the RAF 
Club on Piccadilly, where we were so royally 
entertained in 2016.  The evocative sky painted 
ceiling creates the perfect ambience for a festive 
occasion in this elegant Mayfair location full of 
RAF history and memorabilia.

The RAF Club is readily accessible by public 
transport being just a short walk away from 
Green Park and Hyde Park Corner tube 
stations.  On the far side of Piccadilly lie 
Green Park and the RAF Bomber Command 
Memorial.

The ticket price includes a welcoming glass of 
Prosecco or a soft drink in the Churchill Bar 
on arrival and a gourmet three-course dinner 
accompanied by red and white wine, with coffee 
or tea and petits fours to follow in the first 
floor Sovereign’s Room.  The Churchill Bar will 
remain open as a cash bar for those wishing to 
stay on and socialise after dinner.

£85 

Maximum number 90

In 2020 UCLH will open one of two NHS 
high energy proton beam therapy centres 
in the UK, with the other centre, at The 
Christie in Manchester, treating patients since 
December 2018.  The construction at UCLH 
is a very ambitious project. It  involved the 
excavation of London’s widest deepest holes, 
to accommodate the PBT centre and to enable 
the construction above of eight theatres, and 
Europe’s largest centre for the treatment of 
blood disorders. Members of the Project Team 
will brief us on the purpose and progress of 
these groundbreaking developments.  Following 
the presentations, there will be an opportunity 

for a small group (max 10 chosen by ballot) to 
undertake a guided tour of the work-site.

Please indicate when booking if you would be 
interested in applying for a place on the tour, 
which takes at least an hour, involves donning 
full PPE (hard hat, boots, gloves and goggles) 
and includes negotiating at least six flights of 
stairs, so is not advisable for those with any 
significant health issues, or issues of mobility.

£15 

Maximum number 40 (talk only), 10 (tour).

UCL Alumni London Group  
– payments by BACS

After our brochure of events is issued, we 
wait two weeks for ticket requests to arrive, 
then if necessary run a ballot.  Please wait 
to be informed of your allocation: this will 
show the total amount owed, to be paid by 
BACS.

BACS payments should be made to Sort 
Code 56-00-31 and account 69861137.

Annual £15 or £10 subscriptions can be 
paid on their own in a similar way, or may 
be included with ticket payments in a 
single total payment. 

We cannot normally make a refund for unwanted 
tickets unless we can fill your place from a 
waiting list.  The number of places for most 
events is limited: we allow two weeks for 
requests to arrive by post, and then if an event is 
oversubscribed its tickets are allocated by ballot 
(then 2 tickets maximum). Dinner cancellations 
before 27th November will be refunded subject 
to an administrative charge of £5 per head.

Travel assistance

Are you put off attending some events 
because of the difficulty of getting there? 
Alternatively, do you often drive to an event 
with a couple of spare seats 
in the car?  
Please tick if applicable –

I am usually willing to offer 1 or 2 
seats when driving to an event 

I would be grateful for travel 
assistance when going to an event

Prime-movers

The Organising Team consists of the 
Officers, the Administrator and a variable 
number of ‘prime-movers’. These are 
people who take responsibility for 
organising (but not administering) events 
of their choice, guided and supported by 
the Team. Prime-movers attend monthly 
meetings at UCL which last about 60 - 90 
minutes. They plan the events, prepare 
simple budgets, and ensure that the events 
happen. The Administrator and the Alumni 
Office provide support.  If you would like 
to become a prime-mover, either for a 
particular event that you have in mind, or 
for one suggested by the Team, please 
let us know. The Team is an enthusiastic 
group, which is why its members find it 
enjoyable as well as making a worthwhile 
contribution to UCL. Please give a brief 
description of a proposed event, or any 
other comments you may wish to make 
about the London Group -

Data Protection

The new General Data Protection 
Regulation came into force in May 
2018.  The personal details that we hold 
about you are securely stored within our 
administrative database and are not shared 
with any other organisation. They are 
used solely for the purposes of collecting 
annual subscriptions, letting you know 
about our programme of events and 
processing your applications for tickets 
and your attendance at London Group 
events. We take the annual renewal of your 
subscription and your application to attend 
events as evidence of your consent to the 
use of your data for these purposes so you 
do not need to take any further action to 
confirm this.



Ticket Application Form
   Ticket Number Tickets 
   price required cost

1 Lyric Theatre: “Showstopper!” Mon 15 July £30

2 Windsor Castle  Tue 16 July £25

3 UCL Petrie Museum Tue 23 July £9

4 Croydon Airport Sun 4 Aug £12

5 Talk: “William Wilkins RA” Thur 22 Aug £15 

6 HMS Belfast tour Thur 5 Sep £21

7 LPO concert at RFH Fri 27 Sep £35

8 Walk: Lambeth to Battersea Tue 8 Oct £22

9 AGM + talk: “Immunology & Ageing” Wed 9 Oct £15

10 Beale Arboretum, Cockfosters Tue 15 Oct £20

11 British Airways Speedbird Centre Wed 30 Oct £12 

12 Crick Institute Fri 8 Nov £7

13 Spencer House Mon 18 Nov £19

14 Annual Dinner at the RAF Club Wed 4 Dec £85

15.1 Proton Beam Therapy: talk Wed11 Dec £15

15.2 Ditto, plus enter ballot for the tour Wed11 Dec _ Y/N

 Subscription £15 (waged) or £10? Due: 1 July

          Total cost  £ 

 

Payments by BACS are welcome: use sort code 
56-00-31 and account 69861137, but please 
wait for confirmation of the amount owed before 
making your payment.

If paying by cheque, please make cheques 
payable to ‘UCL Alumni London Group’ – 
either one signed blank cheque (with upper limit) 
for us to fill in according to your allocation,
or one cheque for each requested event (only to 
be presented if you are allocated tickets). 

Payment method:   BACS          Cheque 

From 
 
Postcode 
 
Email

Return to: John McKenzie 
 51 Clifford Road 
 Barnet 
 Herts  EN5 5PD     
 j.mckenzie@ucl.ac.uk   


